LUNATICSTOKEN
WHITEPAPER & ROADMAP

INTRODUCTION
Who We Are
Lunatics is a hyper deflationary token dedicated to help burn the supply of
Luna Classic. Restoring some faith in the space we all love, so much

We are a Community of Lunatics, dedicated to rewarding our holders and
geared up to create an ecosystem that will help burn through the supply of
Luna Classic

Since our focus is to reduce the supply of Luna Classic, all our utilities will
play a part in assisting those burns

Unleashing our future
The core team and influencers supporting the project will dedicate
themselves to create a safe and transparent place to invest. In a space
where honesty and dedication cannot be taken for granted, Lunatics will
prove what a community of like-minded people can achieve and be a
catalyst to inspire other initiatives to reach our goal of decimating the
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supply of Luna classic.

MAKING A STAND IN
THE CRYPTO WORL
From the beginning we wanted to put together a project that not only burned, but
also rewarded our holders with Luna Classic. Now with these rewards you can
HODL them, sell them or you can even burn them. Helping burn even more of
the supply. As a community we will take the lead, restoring faith and be a
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beacon of hope for all those hurt by the Luna crash

OUR MISSION
From the beginning, we wanted to put together a project that not only burned, but also rewarded our holders with Luna
Classic. Now, with these rewards you can HODL them, sell them or if you choose, you can even burn them. As a
community we will take the lead, restoring faith and be a beacon of hope for all those devastated by the Luna crash
.

Building Trust

Unleash Lunatics

Our foundation begins with a Team that

Working with the #LUNC community to

is built on mutual trust and respect.

unleash Lunatics turning it into more

Influencers willing to put their name and

than just a Meme token

their reputation behind the project.

.

Together, leading the community and
focusing on building a bright future and
achieving our objectives, while always
respecting your investment in Lunatics.
Understanding, without you, the holder

Build Community

we are nothing

Build a bond with the community,
creating a tangible atmosphere of

Burning LUNC Supply

respect, sharing, building, protecting

Lunatics is a hyper deflationary token

and prospering

dedicated to help burn the supply of Luna
Classic. Restoring some faith in the

.
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space we all love, so much.

LUNATICSTOKEN.COM
After recent events we are committed to make a difference. As
our utilities are developed and deployed, we will endeavour to
constantly promote the Luna Classic Burn. We ourselves, have
a dedicated burn wallet for true transparency within our
community. We want to help the efforts, reaching out through
our social community educating and taking lessons from what

 


happened to Luna.

TOKEN SECURITY
LP Lock
Contract Audi

Transparency & Security

Our contract has been fully audited with
ContractChecker and has been approved by
them with no issues. Further audits will be

The Liquidity provided at
launch will initially be locked for

performed soon.

Multiple layers of security and transparency have
been implemented for investors peace of mind.

1 year
The contract auto generates

With our contract developer, Krakovia, coding our

1% liquidity with every

contract and with safeguarding the community in

Multisignature for contract ownership, marketing
& burn wallets. We also have a fully doxxed and

transaction

KYC’d owner and a doxxed team

mind. Tokens for future development and
exchanges have been locked

WHY BINANCE SMART CHAIN?
With Binance holding the majority of the Luna Classic Supply and with the low gas fees, the
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Binance Smart Chain seems the obvious place to start this journey

HOW WE ACHIEVE
OUR OBJECTIVES
There is a 10% buy and sell tax on every transaction
1%
of every transaction will be added to our LP. Strong LP will attract bigger investors.

1%
of every transaction will auto burn our own Lunatics Token, making it hyper deflationary.

2%
of every transaction will be added to marketing, to push and promote Lunatics to a wider
audience.

4%
of every transaction will be rewards in Luna Classic for our holders.

2%
of every transaction will go towards burning and reducing the supply of Luna Classic.

These are the true taxes being paid out by our contract. We are having a small glitch that we
hope to have a fix for shortly. Please understand it does not correlate to what is shown on BSC.
But all figures can be fact checked on Bitquery
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https://explorer.bitquery.io/bsc/token/0x2a48ece377b87ce941406657b9278b4459595e06/outflow

LUNA CLASSIC BURNS
With Luna being such a hot topic now and trending
everywhere. We will be doing larger manual burns with the help
of our Influencers. Creating as much hype around the project
as possible. Our dead wallet, with our burned Lunatic tokens
will also be automatically taking Luna Classic out of circulation
while we allow it receives rewards
After recent events we are committed to make a difference. As
our utilities are developed and deployed, we will endeavour to
constantly promote the Luna Classic Burn. We ourselves, have
a dedicated burn wallet for true transparency within our
community. We want to help the efforts, reaching out through
our social community, educating and taking lessons from what
happened to Luna.

** To date, Lunatics Token has burned over 550 million Luna Classic, which we sent to the burn wallet on
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Terra. Thus, removing those tokens permanently from supply. *

TOKENOMICS
TOTAL SUPPLY:

100 Billion

BURNED AT LAUNCH:

10 Billion

PRIVATE SALE 20%:

20 Billion Vesting period will apply to private tokens

PRESALE TOKENS 35%:

35 Billion

LIQUIDITY 20%:

20 Billion

FUTURE DEV. AND CEX 15%

15 Billion

INITIAL CIRCULATING SUPPLY: 90 Billion
MAX WALLET & MAX TRANSACTION 1%

There is also no transfer tax for moving your Lunatics Tokens from wallet to wallet.

“YOU’RE WELCOME”

VESTING PERIOD FOR PRIVATE SALE HOLDERS
Private Sale Will Be Vested Over 9 Week
All Private Sale Tokens were locked at launch and our DEV Krakovia has made the contract, so it automatically releases the
Private Sale tokens on the timeframe specified below
Private received their first airdrop allocation 7 days after launch, 29th July 2022.
Private Sale holders will have 10% of their remaining tokens automatically released every 14 days by the contract.
Private Sale holders will receive their last automatically generated airdrop of tokens on December 3rd, 2022.

SELLING RULES FOR LUNATICS PRIVATE SALE INVESTORS
Private Sale holders can only sell on upward trending chart, on the 2nd green candle on the 2-hour Chart.
Maximum sell per day is 25 million tokens. (Less than 1BNB on presale)

PENALTIES FOR BREAKING SELLING RULES
1st offence: Private Sale holders next 10% allocation will be burnt.
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2nd offence: Private Sale holders remaining allocations due will be burnt. (Private investor will lose their whole bag.

ROADMAP
Private Sale

Pinksale Fair Launch

Website Development

PHASE 1

Social Media set up: Twitter, Reddit, Facebook and
Telegram
Twitter Luna Classic Raids

Stealth Launch on BSC after Pinksale Fair Launch

PHASE 2

Influencers - Duncan Gray

CMC & Coingecko applications submitted
immediately after launch on BSC
2,000 NFTS with unique traits and characteristics
Lunatics Staking pool/BNB for added Liquidity

Fair Launch Presale

Multi National Telegram Commuties

White Paper

Asia Marketing

Audit completed by ContractChecker

Trust Wallet Logo

Asia Marketing

PHASE 3

CEX Listing
Bridging to other Blockchain
Start development of Lunatics Play To Earn game.

PHASE 4

TBA

TEAM LUNATICS

JOIN US
TWITTER
https://twitter.com/LunaticsToken

TELEGRAM
https://t.me/LunaticsTokenOfficial

WEBSITE
https://lunaticstoken.com

FACEBOOK
https://facebook.com/LunaticsTokenOfficial

REDDIT
https://www.reddit.com/r/LunaticsTokenOfficial/

DISCORD
https://discord.com/invite/B8Dv6NSHem

“

 


Aiming higher may seem difficult and
impossible.
Reaching it brings you to your peak.

